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Mr Gumpy’s Outing
by John Burningham

Literacy

Mathematics

In Literacy this term, we will be using a range of texts linked to farming to support our learning, such
as, ‘Mr Gumpy’s Outing’, ‘Silly Jack’, ‘The odd egg’ and many more, alongside a weekly nursery
rhyme. We will be following the statutory framework for the Early Years foundation stage alongside
the revised development matters as a guide. During the Autumn term, we will be supporting the
children to:
 Read individual letters by saying the sounds for them.
 Read a few common exception words
 Re-read books to build up their confidence in word reading, their fluency and their
understanding and enjoyment.
 Write their name confidently and accurately.
 Write letters accurately.
 Learn new vocabulary and encourage use in different contexts.
 Listen to and talk about stories to build familiarity and understanding.
 Listen to and talk about selected non-fiction to develop a deep familiarity with new knowledge
and vocabulary.

Throughout the term, we will be ensuring the
children have a secure understanding of the
numbers 1-10. It is essential that children have a
deep understanding of the numbers and the
relationship between them. To support this, we
will be working on:







Expressive Arts &
Designs
During the Autumn term,
the children will be
taught a range of skills
and introduced to a
variety of materials that
will be accessible in the
classroom for them to
explore and use in a
range of ways. Each
week, there will be a
focus activity that will
allow children to develop
skills they can later use
independently.

Communication and Language

The development of the children’s language is vital to all areas of their
learning. Throughout the year we will be supporting this development by
allowing the children to:
 Learn and use new vocabulary (EYFS Word Aware) and Concept Cat
 Ask questions to find out more and to check they understand what
has been said to them.
 Articulate their ideas and thoughts in well-formed sentences.
 Listen to and talk about familiar stories to build familiarity and
understanding
 Listen carefully to rhymes and songs, paying attention to how they
sound.
Phonics – we will be working through phase 2 following the Little
Wandle phonics scheme.

Counting objects, numbers and sounds.
Compare numbers
Find one more and one less than a given
number within 10
Subitise (look at a group of objects and
recognise how many are there without
counting)
Link a number with a group of objects that
matches
Daily counting songs to support fluency
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Silly Jack
by Holly Surplice

..
Arthur’s Tractor
By Pippa Goodhart

Understanding of the World
Through our whole school theme ‘Farming’, and
the texts that are leading our learning this term,
the children will:
 Learn about their local community and how
farming plays a part in this.
 Comment on images of farms from the past
and how they differ now
 Draw information from a simple map of a farm
 Compare a farm from Wrenbury to a farm in
another country.

